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SUZHAPP to showcase best-in-class cash handling equipment at Intertraffic

SUZHAPP will present its state-of-the-art product range to the transportation industry at the Intertraffic tradeshow that will take place between the 20th and 23rd of March in Amsterdam. SUZHAPP and S+M GmbH will jointly exhibit at Stand 03.203 (Parking area), displaying a wide array of cash handling equipment. SUZHAPP is the ideal partner for all manufacturers, providing the right solution to meet any need.

At this year’s Intertraffic, SUZHAPP will introduce an outstanding innovation - the ICS (Intelligent Coin System), a new coin handling device that enables payout of all coin denominations. Customers should be able to pay with any coins, from the lowest to the highest denomination. This presented a challenge for many years, as often each coin type had to be paid out by an individual coin hopper. This increased not only the machine cost, but also the machine size. “We developed the solution,” explained Vincent Saubaber, Executive VP of Transportation Sales EMEA. “The ICS is a real step ahead in multi-denomination coin pay-out technology. This innovative unit represents eight hoppers and a sorter, all in one product. Its compact design makes it easier for manufacturers to incorporate into their solutions.”

Visitors looking for the latest technology in banknote validation and recycling will enjoy seeing the Bill-to-Bill™ product line and the MFL bill validator. SUZHAPP will also be showcasing its complete range of hoppers and Comestero coin validators. Other products on display will be the WGR coin carrousel, the C² coin recycler, and a selection of locks.

SUZHAPP also offers complete solutions for operators, such as Comestero change machines and SCAN COIN coin and banknote sorters. Intertraffic attendees will have the opportunity to learn more about the SCAN COIN SC-8220 currency note counter which can manage more than 60 different currencies, and the DTC-2 and DTC-6 coin sorters which offer outstanding accuracy through unique sensor technology.

“We are excited to participate again at Intertraffic and meet all our valued customers,” concluded Mr. Saubaber. “We have decades of experience in serving the transportation market and we continue to provide the most advanced cash handling equipment. We invite show attendees to join us at our stand and meet up with our experts.”
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